CDH + Grads: What does the CDH offer graduate students?

The Center for Digital Humanities (CDH) is an interdisciplinary research center that brings together researchers, students, teachers and software developers to engage in technical and scholarly innovation.

SAVE THE DATE: October 10th, CDH-GSG Graduate Student Mixer

Consultations
Are you curious about digital humanities, have an idea for a project, or want to incorporate DH elements into your teaching and research? Schedule a one-on-one consultation with a CDH staff researcher by using our consultation form to tell us more about your interests: https://cdh.princeton.edu/engage/consult/.

Graduate Fellows in Digital Humanities
Graduate students can become part of the CDH Graduate Fellow cohort and spend a semester exploring a particular DH research topic or professional skill in-depth. No previous experience with DH necessary. The deadline for Spring 2020 applications is October 15, 2019. See https://cdh.princeton.edu/graduate-fellowships/ for details.

Funding
Travel Grants (rolling deadline; up to $1,000) support attendance at off-campus DH workshops, summer schools or conferences. We can also advise on the popular DH summer programs and professional conferences take place in the US, Canada and Europe.

Dataset Curation Grants (March 2, 2020; up to $5,000) are for projects that demonstrate significant need for data collection, modeling, and curation. Schedule a consultation and see the CDH website for details.

Dissertation Prize
The DH Dissertation Prize recognizes exceptional doctoral work with a digital humanities component. Applications for the 2019 prize are due February 2, 2020. See website for more details.

Employment Opportunities
The CDH hires graduate students for part-time work. Graduate Assistants are DH apprentices who assist with the ins and outs of running a busy DH center. Project Managers work closely with faculty and CDH staff to manage and coordinate the work of sponsored project teams. See website for a list of open positions.

Contact
- Graduate Caucus Representatives: Peter Kitlas (pkitlas@princeton.edu) and Mary Naydan (mnaydan@princeton.edu)
- CDH Project and Education Coordinator: Rebecca Munson (rmunson@princeton.edu)

Come visit anytime! Firestone Library, B Floor
To learn more visit https://cdh.princeton.edu/